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Abstract

A  C0l`lpARATIVE   STUDY   0F  THE  C0IWENTI0NAL  }`:ETHOD   0F  INSTRUCTION

fIND  THE  INDIVIDUALIZH)  lJiETHOD   0F  INSTRUCTION   IN

FIRST  YEAR   AIIGEBRA  AT   FRIES  HIGH   SCHOOL

Edgar  A.  Roland,  Jr.

Appalachian  Sta.te  Uriivel`sity,   1975

The purpose  of  this  study  was  to  determine  if  a  significant

difference  would  exist  in  the  pel`centages  of  algebra  retention  of

students  who  are  taught  Algebra  I  by  two  different  teaching  ap-

proaches.    The  study  was  used  to  answer  the  following  quest,ions:

1.    Will  students  have  a  higher  pel`centage  of  retention  in  a

class  which  is  taught, using  a)  the  conventional  lecture

method  of  instruction  or  b)  an  individualized  method  of

instruction?

2.    Is  it feasible  to  offer individualized  instruction in Alge-

bra  I  to  as  marry.  as  twenty-four  students  organized  as  a

single  class?

The  null  kypothesis  tested  was:    There  is  no  significant

difference  in  the  percent,age  of Algebra  I  retention  of  st,udents

taught by  an  individualized  approach  to  instruction  and  students

t,aught by  the  conventional  lecture  method  of  instruction.

The  study  .was  conducted  at  FTies  High  School,  Fries,  Virginia,

during  the  first  t,wenty-four  weeks  of  the  19'74-1975  school  year.

Two  groups  of  students  were  involved  in  the  study.     Due  to  scheduling

conflicts  within  i:he  school,  one  group  had  eight  students  while



the  other  group  had  twenty-four  students.    The  larger  class  was

chosen  as  the  experimental  group  by  the  writer  because  it wa.s  of

interest  to determine  if it was  feasible  to individualize  instluc-

tion  to  a  class  of  a;verage  or  above  aver.age  enrollment.    The  stu-

dents  of  the  control  group  received  instruction primarily by  lecture

pl`ovided by  the  teacher.    The  students  in  the  experimental  group

received  instruction  prima.rily  by  the  "Student  Progress  Book"  of

the  kit  PLAN(E9g=±m  £g=  l£±m±r2g  ±E  Accordance  wlLz±±E NL££4£) ,  pub-    .

Iished  by  the  Westin8house  Learning  Corporation.    Here,  each  stu-

dent  st,udied  alone  or  in  small  groups  covering material  that was

within his  ability  with  each  advancing  a.t his  own  pace.

Both  groups  received  the  same  teacher-made  pl`etest  at  the

begiuning  of  the  experiment  to  determine  their  comparative  levels

of  algebra  achievement.    At  the  conclusion  of  the  study,  both  gI`oups

received  a  teacher-made  posttest  to  det,ermine  their  compal.ative

pel`centages  of  algebra  retention with respect  to  the previous

twenty-four  weeks.    On  the  posttest,  students  answered  only  those

questions  which pertained  to  the  material  they  studied.    For  the

purposes  of  the  t  test,  a  simple  F  test was  used  on  the pretest

and  posttest  scores  to  compare  the  variances  of  the  t,wo  gr.oups.

In  order  to  coxpare  the  two  groups  on  the  equality  of  their  reten-

tion,  t  tests  were  used  on  the  difference  between  the  means.    The

conclusions  were  as  follows:

1.    No  signifi.cant  difference  was  found  between  the  two  groups

with  respect  to  the  percentage  of  algebra retent,ion.

2.    Individu€ilized  instmiction  is  feasible  for  classes  containing

average  or  above  average  enrollment.
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cHAprER  I

THE  PR0BLEti   AND   ITS   SCOPE

The  Problem

The  primary purpose  of  this  study  is  to  determine  if  thel`e

is  any  significant difference  in  the  percentage  of algebra  reten-

tion  of  students  who  are  taught Algebra  I  ty  two  dif`ferent  ,nethods

of  instruction  at,  the  high  school  level.    The  study will be  used

to  compare  two  groups  of  students,  one  group  which will  be  taught

ty  the  conventional  lecture  method  of inst,ruction,  and  the  other

group which will  be  taught by  an  individualized  approach  to  in-

struction.    More  specifically,  the  study will be  used  to  answer

the  following  questions :

1.    Will  students  of  average  and  below  average  academic  achieve-

ment,  determined  through  grades  and  test  scores,  have  a

higher  percentage  of retention  in  a  class  which  is  taught

tising  (a)  the  conventional  method  of  instmction  or  (b)  an

individualized  method  of  instruction?

2.    Is  it, feasible  to  offer  individualized  instruction  in  Al-

gebl.a  I  to  as  many.  as  twenty-four  students  organized  as  a

single  cia.ss?



NL9E± fr ife ith
One  notices  a  st,eady  decline  in  the  enl`o]|ment  in  tnathe-

matics  classes  from  one  grade  level  to  another.    It,  is  possible

that,  this  decline  is  due  to  the  lack  of  student  achievement  and

retention  in previous  mathematics  courses.    One  can  readily  see

that a method  of  instruction  is needed  that will  insure  the  child

the  greatest possible  level  of  achievement  and  retention.    Edu-

cators  are  well  aware  of  the  many  individual  differences  in  stu-

dents  in  the  classroom.    It is  possible  that  the  student !nicht

gain  a higher percentage  of  algebra retention  if  these  individual
ddifferences  are  considered.

Dell.nitations

This  study  is  limited  to  the  first year  algebra  students

at Ft.ies  High  School,  Ft`ies,  Virginia,  during  the  first  twenty-

four  weeks  of  the  1974-1975  school  year.

Definitions

Individualized  Instruction

For  the purposes  of  this  st,udy,  individualized  instruction

refers  to  the  "plarming  and  conducting,  with  each  student,  pl`o-

grams  of  study  and  day-to-day  lessons  that  are  tailor  made  to

suit his  learning  requirements  and  characteristics  as  a learner. "

(1'249)#

*Thl`oughout  this  s.tudy,  with  regard  to  the  pair  (x,y),  the  x  re-
fers  to  the  cor`responding  reference  in  the  Bibliography,  and  the
y  refers  to  the  page  nunber  of  tha.t reference.



The  individualized  method  of  instruction  includes  one  or  mol`e  of

the  following :

1.    The  teacher,  if  necessary,  gives  explanations  to  one  st,u-

dent  or  to  a  group  of  students  in  which  the  members  of  the

gI`oup  do  not  exceed  four  in  number.

2.    The  student  carefully follows  the  directions  in  the  text-

bock  and  in  the  ''Stndent  Progl`ess  Bock"  of  the  kit  Pr_o_gr_a,n_

fa I.eaping iEin  Accordance Ei±NL±(PIJAN).
A  st,udent  tutors  another  student  within  the  classroom  on

an  individual  basis.

Uhdel.  this  method  of  instruction,  e.T,phasis  is  placed  upon  the  stu-

dent being  able  to  progress  at his  own  pace  covering material  in

which  he  is  weak.    Students  are  test,ed  individually  according  to

when  they  are  ready.    This  method  of  instruction  was  used  with  the

experimental  group.

Conventional  }iethod  of  Instruct,ion

In  this  study,  the  conventional  lecture  method  of  instruc-

tion refers  to  the  method  of  teaching  in which  all  students  pro-

gress  throuch  the  I`equired  material  at  the  same  time  and  same  rate,

where  all  students  receive  instruction  primarily  by  lecture  pl`c+

vided  by  the  teacher.     The  class  wol`ks  on.  the  same  assigrments  and

takes  examinations  at  the  same  t,ime.     This  approach  is  the  method

of  instruction  used  with  the  cont,I.ol  group.



Progra'nmed  Ins tru£±±QP

For  the  purposes  of  this  study,  progranrned  instl`uction  refers

to  "a  progressive  sequence  of  written  materials  presented  in  small

units  which  a.  student,  must lean  before  being  allowed  t,o  read  the

next  unit,  as  used  in  tea.ching  machines  or  progranned  textbooks."

(2,1649)    E`rery  student  sequentially  covers  the  same  materia.i  and

content  in  the  same  way.

Independent  §±±±§]£  Method  g£  Instruction

In  this  study,  the  independent  study  method  of  instruction

refers  to  the  Tnethod  of  teaching  in  which  all  students  work  alone

or  in  small  groups  covering  the  required  material  with  only  a  lim-

ited  amount  of help  from  the  teacher.    .The  teacher  acts  primarily

as  a  guide  and  resource  person.

±£±r±1ing  A?.tivitnr  P±:eJcege

For  the  purposes  of  this  study,  the  term learning package

or  leaming  activity package  refers  to  a  student  guide  or  ''lesson

plan"  which  the  student  may  follow  in  ol`der  to  achieve  a  particular

objective.    The  learning  package  includes  the  following:

1.    A  statement  of  the  behavorial  objective(the  goal  that  is  to

be  reached  by  the  student).

2.    Problems  that,  the  student  carl  do  to  indicate  that he  has

mastered  the  objective.

3.    Key  words  which  pertain  to  the  specific  topic  under  study.

4.    I-ea.ming  activities(a  description  of  what,  the  student  must

do. in  order `to  complete  the  objective) .



Optional  resources  which  include  books,  films,  and  film-

strips  for  the  student to use  that are directly related

to  the  tapic  under  study.

E± Assuntions
1.    It  is  assured  that  the  conventional  method  of  instruction

and  the  individualized method  of instmction  are valid  and

effective  teaching  methods  with  achievemen;t  and  relent,ion  as

the  primary  outcomes.

2.    It  is  assumed  that  the percentage  of retention  could  be

neasul.ed  through  the  use  of  teacher-made  tests.

The research includes  a  short history  of individualized  instmc-

tion  and  a discussion of  three  different .types  of instmction with

a  selected number  of  studies  which  are  dil.ectly  related  to  each.



CHAPTER   11

REVIEN  0F  THE  LITERATURE

The  enormous  magnitude  of  individual  differences  among  stu-

dents  of  a  classroom  are  well  known.  to  everyone  who  has  been  in-

volved with  children.    Students  differ in  their  a.bility  to  lean,

in  their previous  academic  achieve'nent,  in  their  ability  to  sustain

concentration,  and  in  their  perceptual  strengths  and  weahaesses.

Many  educators  believe  that  a  method  of  instruction  is  needed  that

will  talce  into  account,  the  marry  individual  differences  among  stu-

dents  in  the  cia.ssroom.    Hence,  thel.e  have  been  many  leaning pro-

gI.ams  developed  that  attexpt  to  allow  the  student,  to  work  accol.d-

ing  to his  ability.     (3,31)

One  of  the  fir.st  leaning pl`ograms  that was  developed  to

individualize  instruction was  devised  at  t,he  Sam  Francisco  State

Normal  School  in  Winnetka,  I]|inois.     In  1912,  Mary  Ward,  a  fac-

ulty meriber  at  the  school,  carried  out an  informal  experinent.

Under  the  school's  pl`ogram,  st,udents  began  their  practice  teaching

very  early  in  their  college  career..     Two  such  students  wer.e  assigned

to  do  their practice  teaching at  an  elementary  school  attached  to

the  Normal  School..     Each  teacher  was  assigned  to  teach  one  or  two

6



subjects  to  twenty  students  for  a  third  of  the  da.y.    Miss  Ward

was  an  arithmetic  supervisor  at  this  time.    One  day,  one  of  the

student  teachers  told lv.iiss  Ward  that  the  lesson plans  did  not  fit

all  of  the  students.    The  lesson plans  were  too  difficult  for  some

and. too  easy  for  othel`s.    }1iss  Ward  told  the  teacher  to  prepare

special  material  for  slow learnel`s  and  difficult material  for.

faster  learners,  thus  allowing  ea.ch  st,udent. to  work  at his  own

level.    This  woried  for  a while,  but  it was  soon  found  that  there

existed  students  whose  abilities  did not  fall into  the  categories

slow,  aver.age,  and  fast.    Their  abilities  ranged  from  retarded,

near  retarded,  and  slow,  on  up  to  average,  above  average,  and

superior.    Thus  before  long,  the practiae  teachers  were  preparing

wol`k  for  each  individual  child.    By  the  end  of  the  school year,

no  two  students  had  completed  the  same  amount  of  work.     The  slow-

est  students  had  completed  a year.s  work  while  the  fastest  students

had  completed  two  years  work.
•   Mary  Ward  constructed  a  graph. showing  each  child's  achieve-

ment.     Dr.  Frederick  L.   Burk,  PI`esident  of  the  Normal  School,   saw

the  graph  and  asked  Miss  Ward  to  descl`ibe  what  she  had  done  at  a

faculty  meeting.     DI`.   Bunk  proposed  that  every  supervisor  pl`epare

"self  instructional  bulletins''  for  the  students.    These  materials

allowed  each  student  to  progl.ess  through  the  I`equired  subject

matt,er  at his  ot\rn  rate,  working  on  material  that  is  wit,him  his

ability;  thus  individualizing instruct,ion.



From  then  on,  instruction  in  the  elementary  school  was  indi-

vidualized  with  each  child  proceeding  at his  own  rate  doing  work

that  is  within his  ability.    The  Winnetka  Plan  is  still  being used

and  is  currently  being  modernized.     (4,6-8)

Prograrnmed  learning  was  one  of  the  first  steps  toward  in-

dividualized  instruction.    Under  this  method  of  teaching,  students

€±re  programmed  into  a  sequence  that  would  allow  the  student  to  pro-

gress  at  his  own  pace  that,  is  commensurate  with his  abilities.

Every  student  sequentially  covers  the  same  material  and  content

in  the  sane  way.     Progranmed  materials  are  designed  for  mass  use.

They leave  little  or no  choice  as  to  what  the  pupil's  individual

needs  ol`  interests  rna.y  be.    Progranmed  learning  is  similar  to  in-

dividualized  learning  only  to  the  point  that  the  student works  at,

his  our  rate.     (3,45)

There  has  been  much  research  in  the  area  of  progranmed  leam-

ing.     In  1967  Devine  conducted  a  comparat,ive  study'of  the  effects

of  two  different  teaching  approaches  on  students  who  wer.e  study-

ing Algebra  I.    There  were  two  schools  involved  in  the  study,  the

Rich  Township  High  Schools.     The  experimental  groups  used  programmed

materials  as  the  basic  source  of  instruction  and  the  control  groups

used  the  conventional  lecture  method  of  instruct,ion.     Each  school

her  an  experimental  group  and  a  control  gI`oup.    The  students  in



the  experimental  groups  wol`ked  on  their  own  while  the  teacher  was

available  only  to  keep  recol.ds  and  answer  quest,ions  on  an  individ-

ual  basis.    The  control  groups  were  teacher  centered  using  the

usual  classl`oom  techniques.     The  pl`imary  purpose  of  the  study  was

to  determine  if  any  significant  differences  would  exist bettw'een

the  two  groups  of  each  school  with  regard  to  student  achievement

and  student,  attitudes  when  the  groups  are  taught ty  two  different

teaching  approaches.     The  resultns  of  the  study  showed  that  gI.oup     .

instruct,ion  with  an  average  or  above  average  teacher  is  better

than  independent  study  with  programmed  materials.     However,  achieve-

[nents  of  students  was  higher  when  taught  by  pl`ogl`auned  rna.tel.ials

than  achieve.nents  of  students  taught  by  inexperienced  teachers.

The  results  also  indicated  that  the  teacher  is  an important  factor

in  the  development  of  student  attitudes  toward  mathematics.     (5,535)

In  1970  Nott  conducted  a  comparative  study  of  two  methods

of  teaching  Algebra  I.    The  purpose  of  the  study  was  to  compare

test  scores  of  students  taught by  two  methods  of  instruction.    To

make  the  comparison,  the  students  of  all  12  day  classes  of  a  re-

medial  algebra  course  at  St.  Petersburg  Junior  College  were  I`cked

according  to  their  test  scores  on  the  Lankton  First Year  Algebra

Test.     The  students  which  met  at  the  saTne  time  were  alternatcly

assigned  to  either  a  class  taught  by  the  conventional  lecture  me-

thod  of  instruction  or  a  class  traught  by  progra:rnmed  instruction.
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At  the  end  of  the  study  it  was  concluded  that  student,s  do  learn

as  well  from  programned  instruction  but  that  the  time  for  the

pl.ograirmed  group  was  longer  to  cover  the  required  material.

V6,lJfc'5)

Another  type  of  st,udent  centered  learning progl`am  is  inde-

pendent  study  or  independent learning.    Independent  study  refers

to  any.  pl.ogram  for  which  some  part  of  the  school day  is  set  aside

for  self-directed,  self-designed  study.    Under  this  .method  of

instruction,  children  are  "learning  about vastly  different  self-

designed  areas  (curriculums,  spheres  of  interest,  units  or  con-

tracts)."    In  the  independent,  study  situation,  the  student has  a

I`ange  of  alter.native  activities  he  can  explore  according  to  his

interests;  the  teacher  is  available  if needed  to  assist him  in

working  thl.ough  the  sets  of  learning  materials  he  chooses.     (3,68)

In  1970  Taylor  conducted  a  coxparative  study  of .the  attitude

and  achievement  of  student,s  enrolled  in  Algebra  I  urider  the  con-

ventional lecture  method  of leaning  and  the  independent  study

method  of learning.    The  experiment  was  conducted  at  Crestmoor

High  School  in  Sam  Bruno,  California,  during  the  first  se.Hester

Of  the  1970-1971  school  year.     Twenty-three  students  were  in  the

class  taught  by  the  class  lecture  method  of  instruction  arid  twenty-

five  students  were  in  the  Class  taught  by  the  independent  study

method  of  leaLming.    The  students  in  the  independent  study  group

studied  alone  or  i.n  si`nall  groups  with  a  minimum  amount  of  help   .

from  the  t.eachel`.    The  students  used  the  conventional  textbook  and
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progressed  individually  by  doing  assignments  in  a  given  chapter

before  proceeding  to  the  following  chapter.    There  was  no  class

lecture  by  the  teacher.    In  the  conventional  group,  the  teacher

pl`esented  the  material  to  the  class  as  a  group  and  conducted

quest,ion  and  answer  periods.    The  datd  were  analyzed  by  using  t

tests  to  co:npare  !nean  attitude  and  achievement  gains.     The  con-

clusions  were  as  follows :

" (1)  Lecture  discussion  instruction  w.as  not  signi-
ficantly  different  from  independent  st,udy with  re-

:Z;C:tutodenort:W::r:na:::i::e::::nf::±i:8:%::y:n:t:£:nts.
dependently.      (3)   Growth  in  achieve!,n,ent  was  not  sig-
nificantly higher  for high  ability  students,  as  de-
fined  for.  this  study,  who  were  taught  by  lecture

:::::::i::tit;:I ?iJ i:5ha::i::;ys :::::::: ::od:i::::d
for  this  study,  who  studied  independentl- y were  not
able  to  show  significantly  '.riore  growth  in  achieve-
ment  than  low  ability  students  who  were  taught  by
the  conventional  lecture  method.     (5)  The  growth  in
attitude  toward  mathematics  of  students  who  studied
independently was  not  significant,ly  different  from
that  of  students  who  were  taught by  lect.ure  dis-
cussion."     (7,3877)

Individualized  instruction  is  oriented  tow€ird  the  learner..

Appropriate  learning  experiences  are  assigned  each  student,.    In

order  to  determine  what  is  appropriate  for  each  learner,  some  type

of  diagnostic  procedure  is  used.    Once  these  learning  experiences

are  identified,  instruction is  ,'nainly  self-directed,  self-admini-

stered,  and  scheduled  within  the  classroom  at  a  time  that  is  con-

venient  to  the  learner.    ''Instruction  that is  truly  individualized

must  be  designed  by  the  teacher  who  knows  the  student  and  has  tested

and  diLgnosed  his  various  abilities.    The  teacher  is  then  able  to

p.rescribe  a  program  tailored  to  the  youngster's  abilities ,  weak-
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nesses,  learning  style,  interests,  and  degl.ee  of  self-discipline.

Such  a  prescription  not  only  permits  the  student  to  proceed  at his

own pace  and  level,  but,  on  :naterials  and  projects  that  ,'notivate

and  involve  him."     (3,45)

In  1972  Ehglert  conducted  a  comparative  study  of  the  effects

on  achievement  of high  school  students  enrolled  in  Algebra  I  under

the  convent,ional  method  of  instruction  and  the  irrdividualized  meth-

od  of  instl.uction.    The  study was  carried  out  at  Cleveland  Heights

High  School,  Cleveland  Heights,  Ohio.     The  control  gI.oup  consisted

of  students  taught by  the  conventional  method  of  instruction  and

the  experiJriental  gI`oup  consisted  of  students  taught by  the  individ-

ualized  method  of  instl`uction.    Three  different  teachers  were  involved

in  the  study,  each  of whom  had  a  control  group  and  an  expc,.rimental

group.    All  the  students  involved  in  the  study  received  as  pretests

the  Attitude  Toward  Mathematics  Scale,  the  Coopel`at,ive  Arith'netic

Test,  and  the  Cooperative  Structure  of  the  Nu:,iber  System.     As  post-

tests,  all  student,s  received  the  Attitude  Toward  Mathematics  Scale

and  the  Seattle  Algebra Test.    The  t  tests  were  used  to  analyze

the  data  collected.    The  conclusions  were  as  follows:

1.    No  significant  diffel`ences  were  found  when  using  the  Struct-

ur.e  of  the  Nu.nber  System  as  a  pl`etest,  and  the  Seattle  Alge-

bra Test  as  a posttest.

2.    The  Cooperative  Arith'netic  Test  and  the  Seattle  Algebra

Test revealed  a  significant  difference  in  the  groups  of

one   t,e{]chel`.

3.    .In  combining  the  above  results,  the  investigator  found  the

result,s  to  be  inconclusive.
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4.    No  significant differences  were  found  in  changes  in  atti-

tude  of  the  two  gI.oups  of  any  teacher.     (8,76)

In  1971   CI`angle  conducted  a  co,Tiparative  study  of  the  North-

west  Junior  High  School  individualized  mathematics  progran.    The

purpose  of  the  study  was  to learn  if  individualized  inst`ruction

or convention€l  instruction would yield  arty  significant differ-

ences  in  achievement.    It  was  also  desired  to  leant  if  there  would

be  any  difference  in  the  lengths  of  time  needed  to  complete`.the    .. .

study  of  select,ed  topics  between  st,udents  receiving  individualized

instruction  compared  to  students  receiving  conventional  instmc-

tion.    At  the  beginning  of  the  study,  sixty-two  eighth  graders

wel`e  pretested  to  determine  their  coxparative  levels  of  ability

and  achievement.    The  students  were  divided  into  two  groups  of

thirty-one  students  each,  with  one  gI`oup  I.eceiving  the  individ-

ualized  instruction  and  the  other  group  receiving  the  convention-

al  instruction.    At  the  end  of  the  study,  both  groups  received  the

same  posttest.    The  t  tests  were  used  to  analyze  the  data  collected.

At  the  end  of  the  study,  it  was  concluded  that  the  control

group  did  significantly better  with  respect  t,o  achievement  over

the  experimental  group.    Also,  the  control  group  tock  less  time

to  co,'nplete  the  required  materials.     (9,1774)

In  1970  Verheul  conducted  a  comparative  study  of  the  effects

of  the  individualized  method  of  instruction  and  the  conventional

method  of  instmction  on  mathematics  achievetnent  of  selected  sixth

grade  students.    Two  groups  of  students  were  involved  in  the  study.
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One  group  was  taught  by  the  conventional  lecture  method  of  instruc-

tion  and  the  other  gI-oup  was  taught  by  an  individualized  method  of

instruction.     Both  gI.oups  received  the  same  pretest  and  posttest,.

The  conclusions  were  as  follows :

1.    There  were  no  significant  differences  found  between  the  two

groups  with  respect  to  mean  score  gains  for  arith]]ietic  con-

cepts  and  arithmeti.c  applications.

2.    There  was  a  significant  cliff.erence  found  between  mean  score

gains  in  favor  of  the  males  and  females  who  had  conventional

textbook  instruction  on  arithmetic  coxputations.     (10,4853)

h  1972  Thoma.s  conducted  an  evaluative  study  of  the  effects

of  ''Individually  Prescribed  Instruction"  and  the  conventional lect-

ul`e  method  of  instruction  on  mathematics  achievement  of  fifth  and

sixth  grade  st;udents.    Part  of  the  student,.s  u;ed  the  IPI(Individ-

ua]|y  Prescl.ibed  Instinct,ion)  +naterials  and  the  rest were  taught

ty  the  conventional  lecture  method  of  instruction.    Achievement  was

measured  by pretest  and  posttest  scores  of  the  Coxprehensive  Basic

Skills  Test.    The  conclusions  were  as  follows:

"The  IPI  method  of  teaching  mathemat,ics  did  not  pl`oduce

::gifi±:a::t£:=i:ve?:?:, 5;#s  over  the  convent,iona|

The  results  of  the preceeding  studies  are  far  from  being

conclusive.    In  some  studies  one  finds  results  fa;voring  individ-

ualized  instruction.    In  others  one  finds  I`esults  favoring  the

conventional  approach.    The  literature  raises  many  questions  cop-

ceming  achievement.    One  might  conclude  that,  the  success  of  the
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method  of  instruction  used  depends,  at least par`tially,  on  the

particular  situation  at hand.
The  pl.ocedures  and  design  of  the  study  follow  in  Chapter  Ill.



CHAPTER  Ill

METHODs  AND  pRocmuRES

at,hematics  Er_o_£rram  ±± E=±£s  HjE  School

Fries  High  School  is  a  small  school  located  in  Grayson

County,  Virginia,  in  the  town  of  Fries.     It  was  founded  in  1902.

It  is  a  combined  school  consisting  of  grades  X  through  12.    The

t,otal  enrollment  is  appl.oximately  four-hundred  aLnd  seventy-five

students  with  approximately  one-hundred  and  seventy-five  students

in  grades  K  through 7  and  approximat,e|y  three-hundred  students

in  gI.edes  8  through  12.

.    The  following  college  preparatory  mathematics  courses  are

presently  being  taught  at  the  high  school  level:    two  classes  of

Algebl.a  I,  one  class  of Algebra  11,  and  one  class  of  Algebra  Ill

and TI.igonometry.    Presently,  it  is  the  responsibility  of  the

writer  t,o  teach  the  above  matheinatics  courses.

This  study  is  concermed  with  the  above  Algebra  I  classes.

Ally  student  who  wishes  to  elect  Algebra  I  may  enl`oll,  as  thel`e

are  no  prerequisites  for  the  course.    Primarily,  stud,ents  select

the  course  for  the  put.pose  of  satisfying  college  entr€:nee  I`equire-

ments .

Selection  of TreatTnent, Group_s

All  student,s  enrolled  in  Algebm  I  at  Fries  High  School

16
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during  the  academic  year  1974-1975  took  part  in  the  study.     Pre-

liminary  estimates  of  the  enrollment  in  the  course  required  that

only  two  sect,ions  be  planned.    All  students  who  enrolled  in  the

courses  were  assigned  to  one  of  the  two  .sections  by  the  guidance

counselor  during  the  sumer  of  1974.     Due  to  conflicts  in  sched-

uling  and  special  gI.ouping  within  the  school,  one  section  of  Al-

gebra.  I  had  t,wenty-four  students  while  the  other  section  had  only

eight  students.    The  class  with  the  larger  enrollment  was  chosen

as  the  experimental  gI.oup  by  the  writer`  because  it was  of  interest

to deternine  if it is  feasible  to  individualize  instruction  to  as

marry  as  twenty-four  students  organized  as  a  single  class.     Also,

by  taking  the  class  with  the  larger  enrollment  as  the  experimental

group,  the  writer  felt  that  this  study would  be  :nope valuable  to

anyone  intel`ested  in  individualizing  instruction  within  the  class-

roori  of  average  or  above  average  enrolinent.

Duration  g£  ±ES  £±±±4]£

The  st,udy  was  limited  to  the  first  twenty-four  weeks  of  the

1974rl975  Schcol  year.

Selection  g£ §±±±§]£  Materials

The  control  group  used  the  basic  Algebra  I  test, Moder`n  School

Mathematics  by  Dolciani,  Wooten,  Beckenbach,  Jurgensen,  and  I)ormelly.

TThis  book  was  used  as  a  basic  text  for  the  students  to  take  ho.ne

nightly  to  work  on  daily  assigrments  made  by  the  teacher.

The  experiinental  group  used  a  combination  of  the  basic  text

Modern  School  }1nthematics `  and  the  kit  E±g±=±E  fg=  Le.arm.ine  iB

Accordance !±±j± EgE±(PLAN) ,  published  by  the  West,inghouse  Learning
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orporation.    This  group  used  the  text  only  as  a  source  fol`  extra

problems  on  the  topic  under  study.    The  explanation  of  the  material

c&ne  fro;n  the  kit  PLAN (P=.Qgr€±ap  £2=  I€_erniz±g  ±±  Accor'dance  ±!iE  !|s£4S) .

This  kit  breaks  the  Algebl`a  I  course  down  int,o  many  leaning  pack-

ages,  each  of  which  cont€iins  a  complete  explanation  of  the  concepts

and  procedures  under  study.     Each  student,  in  the  experi7iental  group

had  the  use  of  the  "Student  Progress  Book"  which  contains  the  many

lecming  packages.     These  books  werje  part  of  the  kit  PLAN.     A  top-

ical  learning package  would begin  by  stating  its  primary  objective.

Some  examples  would  follow  which  would  act  primarily  as  a  self-test

on  the  package.    The  lea.ming  activities  would  begin  with  key  words

pertaining  to  the  particular  topic  under  study,  and  then  continue

with  an  explanation  of  the  concept,s  and  procedures  needed  to  com-

plete  the  objective.    The  procedures  which  are  to  be  used  to  solve

pl.oblems  are  explained  in  full  detail.    Many  examples  are  worked

so  that  the procedures  can  be  followed  by  the  student.    At  the  end

of  each package  are  proble:ns  which  allow  the  student  to  practice

that which he has  learned.    Included  in  each leaning package  is

a list  of  optional  resources  such  as  films,  filmstrips,  and  books

which  are  directly related  to  the  particular  topic  under  study.

Teaching  Approaches

The  control  group  was  taucht  by  the  conventional  class  lectul.e

method  of  instruct,ion.    All  the  students  in  the  group  wel`e  taught

the  same  topics  at  the  same  time  through  lecture  by  the  teacher.
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At  the  begirming  of  each  class  per.iod,  the  teacher  lectured  to

the  class  on  pl`ocedures  and  concepts  used  in  the  solution  of  a

particular  type  of  problem.    The  remainder  of  the  period  was

spent  in  supervised  study  on  the  present  assigrment.     Each  day

the  teacher  moved  through  the  room  and  checked  each  student,'s

work.     If  a  student'encountered  a  proble:n,  he  wa.s  given  special

attention  by  the  teacher.    At  no  time  was  any  student  turned

down  fl.oin  individual  help  by  the  teLcher.    All  students  in  the

control  group  wel`e  tested  together  on  the  same  matel`ial.     If

any.  extra  time  was  needed  to  review  concepts  and  procedures  used

in problem  solving,  the  class  participated  as  a whole.    If  a  st,u-

dent did not  finish  an  assigrment  during.the  class  period,  it was

his  responsibility  to  have  the  work  coapleted  by  the  next  class

meeting.     Each  student  was  allowed  to  take  his  textbook  home  and

wol`k  on  his  assignment  each  night.

Each  student  in  the  individualized  instruction  group  pro-

ceded  through  the  course  at his  own  Pace.     If  he  needed  help,

he  was  free  to  consult  the  teacher  or  one  of his  class,'nates.

When  the  teachel`  was  explaining  a  concept  to  a  student,  as  many

&s  four  could  join  in  the  discussion.     Each  could  work  individ-

ually  or  as  many  as  four  could  work  together  as  a  group.    1then

a  student,  or  a  group  of  students,  felt  that  they had  mastered  a

particular  lesson,  they  were  €Lllowed  to  take  a  test.    If  the  test

was  coxpleted  with  at  least 70  percent  accuracy,  he  was  allowed

to  ,T]ove  into  the  next  lesson.    If  he  did  not  complete  the  test
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with  the  desired  accuracy,  more  wor.k  was  assigned  and  another  test

was  given.    Instruct,ion  was  camied  out within  the  confines  of

the  classroom.     The  students  were  not  allowed  to  take  the  PIIAN

''Student  Progress  Book"  home.     The  stude.nts  were  allowed,  however,

to  take  their  Algebra I  texts  home  nightly  in  order  that  they

might  work  on  problems  and  concepts  studied  that  day.    unenever

it  became  necessary  for  the  students  to  review  problems  and  con-

cepts  for  a  test,  each  student did  this  independently.    In  this

method  of instruction,  the  class  period consisted  of little  or

no  lecture  by  the  teacher..

Procedues

Tests  were  administered  to  both  classes.     Both  the  pl`etest

and  the posttest,  along with  all  other  tests  given,  were  teacher

ndeo

Retention  was  measured  in  terms  of  the  percent  of  items

answered  correctly  on  the  test.    For  example,  if  a  student  made

a  I`aw  score(number  of  correct  responses)  of  20  out  of  a  possible

25  questions  on  the  test,  then his  score  would  be  80  since   (20/25)

x  100=80.    A  score  of  80  would  indicate  that  the  student  answered

80  pel`cent  of  the  items  on  the  test  correctly.

At  the  end  of  the  first,  second,  and  third  6-weeks,  a  test,

was  given  to  both  groups.    The  purpose  of  this  was  to  determine

if  significant difference  existed  between  the  t;wo  groups  after

covering  specific' topics  during  a  6-week.s  period.    At  the  begin-

ning  and  end  of  the  study,  both  groups  received  the  pl.etest  and
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posttest  respectively.    The  pri:nary  purpc`se  of  the  pretest  was  to

determine  the  student's  level  of  academic  achieveinent  in  mathe!natics

at the  beginning  of  the  study.    This  test was  also  used  to  diag-

nose  the  pupil's  particular  needs  and  weaknesses.    It was  a  teacher

made  test  containing  twenty-five  multiple  choice  items  taken  from

the  Algebra  I  ''Placement  Test"  of  the  kit  PliAN  and  from  the  Alge-

bra  I  text  I.iodel.n  School  Mathematics.     The  time  limit  on  the  test

was  one  hour.     The  test  was  designed  to  nea.sure  the  student's  com-

putational  ski]|s,  his  abilit8r  to  solve  algebraic  equations  and
word pl`oblems  whose  solutions  depend  upon  the  solution  of  an  alge-

braic  equation,  his  understanding  of  the  basic  properties  of  the

real number  system,  his  ability  to  solve  algebraic  inequalities,

and his  abilitbr  to  solve  open  sentences  in  two  variables.

The  primary  purpose  of  the  posttest was  to  determine  the

percentage  of retention  over  the  period  of  the  study.    The  post-

test was  a  teacher  made  test  containing  twenty-five  multiple  choice

items,  many.  of which  are  similar  to  the  pretest  items.     Each  student

answered  only  the  questions  which  pertained  to  the  material  he

covered.    The  posttest  was  designed  to  measure  the  student's  abilitbr

to  solve  systems  of linear  equations,  his  ability  to use  factoring

to  Solve  equations,  his  understanding  of  the  laws  of  exponents,  and

also  that  which  the  pretest was  designed  to  measure.
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EE Hfl Hypothesis
There  is  no  significant difference  in  the  percentage  of

Algebra  I  retention  of  st,udents  taught by  an  individualized  approach

and  students  taught  by  the  convent,ional -lecture  method  of  instruc-

tion.

Te_Sti_ng  ±Ef  rfroothesis

To  determine  if. any  significant difference  in  the  per.cent-

age  of  retention  existed  between  the  two  groups,  a  t  test  was

used  on  the  difference  between  the  means  of  each  gI.oup  on  each

test given.    For  the  purposes  of  the  t  test,  an  F  test(ratio  of

variances)  was  used  on  each  test  of  both  gI`oups  to  compare  the

a[nount  the  two  groups  varied  from  their  means.

A]|  tests  conducted  were  two-tailed  since  the  wl.iter  did

not  expect  one  group  to  do  better  thari  the  other.    All  t  tests

and  F  tests  wel.e  compared  with  those  t  scores  and  F  scores  con-

sidered  to be  significant  at the  .05  level.

The  results  of  the  experiment  along with  the  analysis  of

data  follow  in  Cha.pter  IV.
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ANALYSIS  0F  DATA

Ap_a_ly_si_s_  g£  2±±±  gn  ±E± PI.Detest

The  pretest  scores  along with  the  6-weeks  tests  scores  and

the  posttest  scores  of  the  control  group  and  experir^ental  group

are  given  in  Tables  11  and  Ill  respectively.

For  the  purposes  of  the  t  test,,  a  sixple  F  test was  used

on  the  pretest  to  compare  the  variances  of  the  two  groups.     The

variances  wel`e  compared  by  the  forrmla  F=S?/S2   (where  S2  is  equal

to  the  sum  of  the  squares  of  the  devia.tions  from  the  mean  divided

by  one  less  than  the  number.  in  the  group).     These  formulae  were

suggested  by  Fischer    (12,280).    The  F  test was  a  two-i,ailed  test

conducted  at  the  .05  level  of  significance.

After  conduct,ing  the  F  test,  it was  found  that  the  group

variances  did not differ  significantly  from one  another  on  the

pretest..    The  results  are  shown  in  Table  I.

Table  I

COMPARISON   0F  VARIANCES   ON   THE  PRRTEST

Control  GI`'ou

---                  nl,                   S2

877.

F7,2:3,.cT|5~-2.CifJ

erimental  GI`oup                 F

n^s2

1.76

F7,23,.025=.35

24          137.

23
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Table  11

CoNIROL  GRoup  sCoRrs  oN  AIL  TirsTs

STUDENT       pRErusT       TasT  I       TrsT  II       T-rfeT  III       posTTasT

1

2

-3

4

5

6

7

8

2770

4095

5770

4775

44               loo

4790

3765

7276

9376

86                loo

5670

7976

83                 loo

3070

ofa                  rl 5                  81                   lf )

60

84

64

48

68

76

48

72

SCORrs   ARE  GIVTINrIN  IN  TERMS  0F  PERCENT   COREECT
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Table  Ill

EXPERI}LENTAL   GROUP   SCORES   ON   ALL  TESTS

STUDENT       FRETrsT       TEST  I       TrsT  II       TEST  III       posTTEST

1

2

3

4

5

6

5785

5085

7085

5080

50                    95    .

4770

7                 44                 80

8

9

10

EI

12

13

14.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

6795

7495

2760

4475

54                  100

4480

5090

4470

4045

4795

4470

4070

98

95

80

95

80

69

70

97

100

36

77

96

89

61

72
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In  order  to  compare  the  groups  on  the  equality  of  their

achievements,  t  tests  wel`e  used  on  the  differences  between  the

means.    The  formula  for  t  is  t=(xT-x2)/(S2/n]   + S2/n2)1/2  where

Xi  and x2  represent  the  means  of  the  control  group  and  experi-

mental  group  respect,ively,  and  S2=((ni-1)S?  +  S2(n2-l))/(ni   +

n2  -2),  where  S:  and  S2  repl`esent  the  val`iances  of  the  con-

trol  group  and  experimental  group  respectively,  and  n]  and  n2

represent  the  number  of  students  in.  the  control  group  and  experi-

mental  group  respectively.    The  above  formulae  were `suggested

by  Fischer   (12,271).

The  t  test  conducted  on  the  pretest  indicated  that  there

was  no  significant  difference  between  the  two  groups  with  I.e-

spect  to  achievement.    The  t  test  was  a  two-tailed  test  con-

ducted  at  t,he  .05  level  of  significance.    The  t, values  were

checked  against  those  in  Fischer   (12,324).    The  results  of  the

t  tests  are  shown  in Table  IV.

Table  IV

CchH?ARISON  0F  MENS   0N  THE  PREIEST

•Control  Grouo                  HCDerimental  Group                  t

2.n2

2.13       137.42                1.C\68      _  [3,Z5___]r7.Cfa

.o5t3o  =  2.o4
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thalysis g£ 2±±± en ±Es 6-Weeks Tests

A  test was  given  at  the  end  of  the  first,  second,  and  third

6-weeks  to  determine  if  there  existed  any  significant  difference

in  the  percentage  of  algebra  retention  between  the  two  groups  with

respect  to  each  of  the  three  6-weeks.     The  means  were  coxputed  for.

each  group  on  each  test.    For  the  purposes  of  the  t  test,  a  simple

F  test was  performed  on  each  test.    The  tests  were  two-bailed  at

the  .05  level  of  significance.

In  the  comparison  of  the  variances  for  the  gI`oups  of  each

test,  it was  found  that  the  gI.oup  variances  did  not differ  signi-

ficantly  from  one  another  on  either  of  the  6-weeks  tests.    The

results  of  the  F  tests  are  shown  in  Tables  V,  VI,  and VII.

Table  V

cOMPARlsoN   OF  vARIANCEs  ON  THE  FmsT   6-wEEKs  TrsT

Control  Group                  EXDerimental  Grouo                  F

rg2-                              n

24         164.49                 1.04

F7,23,.025=.35
_                    -              8                    --17_1_.

F7,23,.975=2.90
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Table  VI

coi{pARlsoN   oF  VAlilANcrs  oN  THE  SEcol`rD  6-wEEKs  TrsT

Control  GrouD                   jEroerirr.ental  Croup                ___F

s2n

81.

F7,23,.975  =  2.90 F7,23,.C25   =   .35

Table  VII

COMPARISON   0F  VARIAIVCES   0N   THE  THIRD   6-WEEKS  TEST

Control  GrouD                 ilhoeri mental  Grou

s2n

_                           8               __277_._j5             __    _    ___i                   24               44_0.8_0_      __      ___    1_.59

F7,23,.975  =  2.9o                                                                            E7,23,.025  =.35

In  Tables  I,  V,  VI,  and VII,  the  F values  wel.e.checked  against

those  in  Fischel`     (12,327).

A  t  test  on  the  differences  between  means  was  run  on  each

of  the  6-weeks  tests  to  deter.mine  whether  the  groups  were  signi-

ficantly  different from  one  another  on  each  of  the  tests.    From

the  results  of  the  F  tests,  it, was  assured  that  the  variances  were

et_iual.     In  all  cases  there  were  no  significant  diffel`ences  between

the  two  groups  with  r'espect  to  me€m  scores  on  each  of  the  three

6-weeks  tests.    The  test was  two-tailed  conducted  at  the  .05  level

of  significance.    The  t values  were  checked  against  those  in  Fis-

cher     (12,324).     The  results  are  shown  in  Tables  VIII,   IX,   and  X.
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Table  VIII

cOMPARlsoN   OF  MEAI\]s   ON  THE  FIRST   6_wEEKs  TrsT

Deri,.,iental  Group                 t

in       x,         s?

__                    Control   cI.o_up  _

___                   __Tll                    X1__S?

8        sO.00171.

.o5t3o  =  2.o4

2J+_   8L1__._i !f l  _ __l£L.lf )

Table  IX

COP.1PARISON   0F  }'iENS   0N   THE  SECOND   6-WEEKS  TEST

I)eri^|ental  Group                t

n2      ,X2            S2

24     81.33     234.58                1.30

_   ___    ___         __     Con!r__ol_   __G_ro_up_  ___

______=__     nl               X1           _S?_

8        72.50  415.1

.o5to  =  2.o4

Table  X

COMpffllsoN  OF  MEANS  0N  THE  THIRD   6-1it'EEKS  TEST

Control  Group                 EXDerimental  Grou

ni         x+         s?                   ni         x^           s?

2L    r77 :75     ,I.fj.go               .CjR,8       77.13   2

.o5t3o  =  2.o4
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fanLpap_ g£
test  and

Statistical
the  6-Weeks

!£±±±  Conducted  !±iife =e±p±£±  !g ±±£ Ele-

For  the  pul.poses  of  the  t  test,  in  order  to  assume  the  var-

iances  e.qual,  F  tests  were  used  on  the variances  of  the  control

group  and  the  experimental  group  with  respect,  to  the  following:

1.    Scores  on  the  pretest

2.    Scores  on  the  first,  second,  and  thil.d  6-weeks  tests

No  significant difference  was  found  in  the variarices  of  the  two

groups  on  each  test.

A  t  test  was  conducted  on  the  difference  of  the  ]neans  of

the  two  groups  with  I`espect  to  the  following:

1.    Scores  on  the  pretest

2.    Scores  on  the  first,  second,  and  third  6-weeks  tests

No  significant  difference  was  found  between  the  two  groups.    The

trypothesis  concerning  the  equality  of  algebra retention  of  the

two  groups  could  not be  rejected with respect  to  each  of  the  three

6-weeks .

From  the  I.esults  of  the  statistical  tests  on  the  pretest

and  the  6-weeks  tests,  one  might  suspect  that  there  would  be  no

significant difference  between  the  two  groups  with  respect  to

algebra retention  on  the posttest.

Andy_S_i_S_  g£  2±±±  gE ±Es  Posttest

For  the  puxposes  of  the  t  test,  an  F  test  on  the  variances

of  the  two  groups  was  conducted  on  the  posttest.    The  test was  two-

ttiiled  which  was  conducted  at  the  .051evel  of  significance.    T.he

F values  Jere  compared  with  those  in  Fischer     (12,327).     The  F  test
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reveale.d  that  the  group variances  did not differ  significantly

from  one  another.    The  results  of  the  test  follow  in  Table  XI.

Table  XI

COMPARISON   0F  VARIANCES   0N  THE  POSTTEST

el`imental  Group                 F

n£--               s2

2.4          222.86                    1.36

F7,23,.025=.35

Control  Grou

_______             nl______S=

8             163.

F7,2:3,.Vl5=2.sO

Te_sting  ±±g  Itv-rDothesis

h  order  to  test  the  hypothesis  that  there  is  no  signifi-

cant differ.ence  in  the percentage  of  algebra retention  of  students

taught by  an  individualized method  of  instruction  and  students

taught by  the  conventional lecture  method  of  instruction,  a  t  test,

was  conducted  on  the  difference  between  the  means  on  the  posttest.

This  was  done  in  ordel`  to  determine  whether  the  groups  were  sigL

nificantly  different  from  one  another  on  the  posttest.    As  was  the

case with  all  other  tests  given,  there  was  no  significant differ-

ence  between  the  two  groups.

The  t  test was  a  two-tailed  test  conducted  at  the  .05  level

of  significance.    The  t values  wel.e  checked  against  those  in  Fischel`

(12,324).    The  results  of  the  t  test  follow  in  Table  XII.
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Table  XII

COMPARISON  OF  lvlEANS   0N  THE  POSTTEST

Control  Group                 EXDel-imental  Group                  t

____ni_i_____X_1__     _S?       _      _                _n2________X£                  S£_

8         65.00     163.43            24      74.42     222.86            1.60

.o5t3o  =  2.o4

Ft.om  the  results  of  the  previous  test  on  the posttest means,  one

can readily  see  that  the  null  trypothesis  certainly  Cannot, be  re-

jected.

S]]qquarv  g£ ±Es  Statistiical  !£±±g. Qr2  ±bg Posttest

For  the  purposes  of  the  t  test,,  an  F  test  was  conducted  on

the variances  of  the  control  group  and  expel'imental  group  with

respect  to  the posttest.    No  significant  difference  was  found  in

the  two  groups.

The  nu]| hypothesis  tested  was:

Thel`e  is  no  significant difference  in  the percentage  of

algebra retention  of  students  taught ty  an individualized

approach  to  instruction  and  students  taught by  the  com

ventional lecture  method  of instruction.

A  t  test  was  conducted  on  the  difference  of  the  means  of

the  two  groups  with  respect  to  the  posttest.    This  test was  used

to  determine  whether  the  two  groups  were  significantly  different
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from  one  another  on  the  basis  of  the  posttest.    No  significant

difference  was  found  in  the  two  groups.     Thel.efol`e,   the  null

hypothesis  could  not  be  rejected.

A  summary  of  the  experiment,  conclusions,  and  suggest,ions

for  further  research  follow  in  Chapter V.



cHAPTm  v

suntn/jfty,   cONCLusloNs,   Arm  REc.Con,imTDATIONs

E±=p9±.e  e£  ±E£  £±±±4az

The  primary puxpose  of  the  study  was  to  determine  which

of  two  methods  of  instruction woul.d  offer  the  child  a  greater

pel`centa.ge  of  academic  retention  in  Algebra  I.     There  were  two

groups  of  students  involved  in  the  study.    One  group  was  taught

by  the  conventional  method  of  teaching  and  the  other  group  wa.s

taught by  an  individualized method  of  instmction.    The  students

in  the  control  gI`oup  received  instruction primarily by  teacher

lecture.    Here,  all  students  wol`ked  on  the  same  topics  at  the

same  time.    In  the  experimental  group,  students  received  instruc-

tion primar.i|y  by  the  ''Student  Progress  Book"  of  the  kit  PLAN

(E=9g=em  £g=  Lea=r±ir|g  ±E  Accordance  wiL±±±± NL[££!±).     Here,   each  stu-

dent studied  alone  or  in  small  groups  covering  material  that was

within his  ability with  each  advancing  at his  own pace.    Different

students  worked  on  many  different  i,opics  at  the  same  time.     It

was  desired  to  answel`  the  following  questions:     (1)  Will  students

have  a higher percentage  of  algebra. retention  in  a  class  taught by

(a)  individualize.d  instruction  or  (b)  conventional  lecture  method

of instruction?    (2)  Is  it feasible  to  offer  individualized  instruc-

tion  to  as  many  as  twenty-four  students  orgariized  as  a  single  class?

34
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Procedure

There  were  thirty-two  algebra  students  involved  in  the

study.    These  students  were  divid.ed  int,o  two  classes.     Due  to

scheduling conflicts  within  the  school,  one  class  had  twenty-

four  stud.ents  while  the  other  class  had  only  eight.    The  writer

chose  the  larger  class  to  be  the  experimental  group  because  of

his  interest to  determine  the  feasibility  of individualizing

instruction  to  a  class  of  average  or  above  average  enrollment.

Both  the  contl`ol  group  and  the  experimental  grolxp  received  the

same  pretest  at,  the  beginning  of  the  experiment  to  determine

their  compal.ative  levels  of  acade,.inc  achievement  as  well  as  to

diagnose  the  particular needs  of  each  suldent.    At  the  end  of

the  first,  second,  and  thil`d  6-weeks,  the  student,s  of both  gI`oups

received  tests  to  determine  their  compal`ative percentages  of  alge-

bra  retention  with  respect  to  each  of  the  6-weeks.    This  was  done

in  order  that  the  writer  might deter.nine  how  the  two  groups  com-

pared with  each  other  dun-ing  the  study.    At  the  conclusion  of  the

experiment,  both  groups  received  a.  posttest  to  determine  their

comparative  percentages  of  algebl`a  I.etention with  respect  to  the

pl`evious  twenty-four  weeks.

The  null  hypothesis  tested  was :

There  is  no  significant difference  in  the percentage  of

Algebra  I  retention  of  students  taught by  an  individualized

approach  to  instruct,ion  and  students  taught  by  the  conven-

ti6nal lecture  method  of  instruction.
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Conclusions

Ft.om the  results  of  the  statistical  tests  on  the pretest,

it was  concluded,  at  the  begiming  of  the  study,  that both  the

group  taught by  the  individualized  method  of  instruction  and

the  group  taught  by  the  conventional  lecture  method  of  instruc-

tion wel`e  basically  the  same  with  respect  to  mathematics  achieve-

ment.    Therefore,  to  test  the null  hypothesis  that  there  is  no

difference  in  the  percentages  of  algebra  retention  of  st,udents

taught by  two  different,  !nethods  of  instruction,  all  that was

necessary  was  to  test  the  difference  between  the  means  on  the

posttest.    FTom  the  resultns  of  the  statistical  tests  on  the  post-

test,  it was  found  that  there  was  no  sichificant  difference  between

the  two  gI`oups  with  respect  to  the  percentage  of  algebra  retent,ion

during  the  past  twenty-four  weeks  of  the  experiment.    Hence,  the

null  trypothesis  could  not  be  rejected.    The  conclusions  may  be

sulrmarized  as  follows :

1.    No  significant  difference  was  found  between  the  expel`imental

group  and  the  control  gI.oup  with  respect  to  the  percentage

of  algebl.a  I'etention.

2.    Individualized  instl`uction  is  feasible for classes  containing

as  many  as  twenty-four  students.

On  the  posttest,  st,udents  were  tested  on]jr  on  the  material

they  studied,  thus  allowing  the  wl.iter  to  determine  if  there  was

any  signific€mt  d'ifference  in  the  percentage  of  algebl`a  retention

of  the  tw.o  groups.     ny  allowing  all  students  in  both  groups  to  take

the  saine  post,test,  both  groups  could  have  been  compared  with  I`espect
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to  their  levels  of  algebra  achievement,  which would  have  given

an  indication  as  to  how  both  groups  compared  with  respect  to  the

total  &'nount  of  alge'ora learned.

Recommendations  for. Further.  Research

1.    Studies  should  be  conducted  on  the  feasibility  of  teaching

general  mathematics  to  eighth  grade  student,a  of  lower  than

avel.age  mathematical  ability ty  the  individualized  method

of instruction.

2.    Studies  should be  conducted  on  the  feasibility  of  offering

individualized  instruction  in mathematics  to  students  in

the  elementrary  grades.

As  a direct result  of  this  study,  the  investigator believes

that  the  individualized method  of  instruction rightfully deserves

to  be  called  an  effective  method  of  teaching,  and  should  be  among

the  most  commonly  used  methods  of  instruction.     In  order  to  continue

the  improvement  of  the  educational  system,  research  must  be  sup-

pol.ted,  so  that new  and  impl.oved  teaching  techniques  may  be  incor-

porated  that would  insure  the  child  the  greatest possible  level  of

academic  achievement  and  retent,ion.
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ALGEERAIPRjT]TEST

1.    Which  of  the  following  is  the  set  of  all  even nu.nbers  between
1   and   11?
A.   £1,2,3,4,5,6,7,£\,9,10,1d      8.   Z2,4,6,8J      C.  Z`2,4,6,8,1Cj
D.   None  of  the  above

2.    £!vl,P,S,Ij   -nay  be  described  as:
A.  The  set  of  all  lett,ers  of  the  alphabet,
8.  The  set  of  all  consonants
C.  The  set  of  all  letters  in  the  word  }flssissippi
D.   None  of  the  above .

3.    Which  of  the  following  is  a  sribset  of  the  set  of  all  positive
odd  numbers?

4.

37 ,39 ,41,42!
; 1 C1503 ,1 C805 ,1 C807j

281,-183,-185j

D.    {2,4,7,9,11}
E.   None  of  these

<-`-6-i   £  ;   i  5   6  ;   ;   ;   1'C   1'1-1.21`3---1±41;   1-61'7   i.8         '

The  above  graph  is  the  graph  of :
A.  The  set  of  all  integel`s  between  -1   and  8
8.  The  set  of  all  numbers  between  -1   and  8
C.  The  set  of  all  odd  nu!ibers  between  -1   and  8
D.   The  set  of  all  even  number.s  between  -1   and  8
E.   None  of  the  above

The  graph  of  all  pri.'ne  nunbel.s  between  2  and  14  would  be:
A.

a.

C.

D.

C    1    2   3   4   5   6   7   8`   9   1C,`i    T1    12    13    14   15

`   012   3   4  5   6   7   E   91011121314

i-6-i  -i  3 -i  ;  6  7  t  ;  iL  1-1 -1-2|Tf4..--}

<' --Jd 'i -. gT-iTITrfuiTi+ij -?4        >

6.     the  value  of  3+7.2-6-2.3no-7.15-5  is
A.   0       a.   -4      C.   4      D.   69       I.   iNoneof  these

7.     The  value  of  16-2.4.1/2-6-2+5+a-4  is
A.   0       8.   3       C.   20       D.   -5        I.   None  of  these

8.    Sixplify:    6-3-2.4-1/2+5
A.11/2       a:-7       C.-9       D.3        E.Noneofthese

9.     The  value  of  13x-7(x+2)/4-(x-2)   when  x=6  is:
A.   56       a.   60       C.   64       D.   68       E.Noneof  these
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10.     Evaluate   ((4Jc+7)-(2x-5))/(x-3)   when  x=6. is:
A.   6       a.14       C.   5       D.   21        E.   Noneofthese

11.    When y=5,  the  numerical  value  of  the  expression  2y2-y  is:
A.   95       8.   45       C.   5       D.   4C        E.   None  of  these

12.     If  £1,2,7}   is  the  replLce,'Hent  set  for  x  in  the  open  sentence
y=(x-7)/4,  then  the  tl.uth
A.  {1/4r5/4.,3/'2:i    a.  ilo
B.  i!O,J/4,3/2:1         D. i

etis
E.   None  of  these

13.     Given  the  replaceTnent  set  for  x  in  the  open  sentence  y=2x-4
is  £3,4,5J.     The  solution  set,  is:
A.   £2,4,6j   a.   {1,3,5j     C.   il,2,3,4,5j     D.   None  of  these

"   ::VfT , ¥: ;:P}ja:e:i::hsita:£rb:i:: r¥;r::::t:entht:n::uyri¥:=t

a.-<'  '6 I,I   2  3  4.3.6  .+  6  tt   lo  '

C1234

15.     Given  the  replace..nent  set  1;.x:x>1.?.   for  the  open  sentence  y=x+4,
which  gI.aph  below  represents  the  tr.uth  set?
A.

a.

C.

D.

t."6' i 2 3 4 3.r

iiEiEiHEE
<  -2  -`1  6  i  i  3  i)

{ i 2 3 i 9FT
16.    Translate  the  following  into  an  algebra.ic  phrase:    41ess  the

sum  of  2x  and  5.
A.   2(x+5)-4    a.   42xt5     C.   4-2(x+5)     D.    (2x+5-4)      E.   None  of  these

17.    Translate  the  following  sentence  into  an  algebraic  sentence:
The  difference  of  the  squares  of  t,Ho  consecut,ive  integers  is  23.

::e (:::i;:::::2;f t:: ii::i::i:#:2; E.   None  of  these

18.    Tr€inslate  the  following  into  an  algebl.aic  sentence:    The  pro-
duct  of  x  and  y  decretLsed  by  one-h{lf  the  su:n  of  x  and  y  is  41

C.   ry-1/2(x+y)=41       E.   None  of  these
£:  =+#/2i:¥#41     D.  xy-l/2x+y=4l
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19.    Which  statej,lent  concerning  the  positive  integers  is  true?
A.  It  is  closed  under  addition
8.  It h;is  a  rnultiplicat,ive  inverse
C.  It has  &n  additive  identity  ele.nent
D.   It  has  an  &dditive  inverse  for  each  ele:nent
E.   None  of  the  above

20.     4. (9r)=(4.9).r  is  an  exa..nple  of  wha.t  property?
A.   Co,7i'nutative  property  of  addition
8.  Closure  property  of  multiplication
C.  Associative  property  of  multiplication
D.  Associative  property  of  addition
E.   None  of  the  above

21.     Solve  for  a:     12+a=38.
A.   a=50       a.   a=26       C.   a=36       D.   a=30       E.   None  of  these

22.     If  9x=36,   then  x=?
A.   x=3       B.   x=4       C.   x=17       D.   x=45       E.   Noneofthese

23.     Solve  for  x:     4x-l=15.
A.x=3       B.   x=4       C.   x=5       D.   x=6       E.   Noneof  these

24.    If  the  sum  of  8  t,imes  a  number  and  5  is  37,  what  is  the
number?
A.   5       8.   7       C.   6       D.   4       E.   Noneofthese

25.     The  difference  between  4  times  a  nu-nber  and  3  is  25.    What
is  the  nu.iber?
A.   6       8.   5       a.   8       D.   7       E.   Noneof  these
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FIRST   6-WEEKS  TEST

1.    :?e|::±,;?4:;Y:,;;  the week  written in  set notation  is:

8:  i}5:n::¥,#:d:y:d:¥-:sday,  wednesday,  Thursday,  FI.idayi
Saturdayj

D.  None  of  the  a`oove

2.    The  verbal  description  of  the  set i2,4,6,8„..i    is:
A.  Set  of  all  whole  nu'nbers
8.  Set  of  all  even  positive  integers
C.  Set  of  even  positive  integers  less  than  10
D.   None  of  the  eLbove

subset  of  the  set  of  odd  nunbers  between  0  and  16  is:
`;i:Z:i|?:8:::.J}3If,17j

i2
f.1

ri.  f3,

4.    The  set  of  all  vihole  nu.7:,ber  multiples  of  three  that  are
greater  than  2  and  less  than  17  is

8j

3:  t3:3:?;;
D.   None  of

5.     The  se f  multiples  of four  is:

2,16,.
14,16,.
of  the

6.
£i`np£±fy3  €%:7£+4;3    c.  241/18    D.  73    E.  None  of  these

7.    If  x=8`,  the  expression  8x-2+3x+14-x  equals
A.   92     8.   79    C.   54    D.   None  of  these

8. If  a=2,  b=3,  c=4,  d=5,  the  expression  (5cd)/(ac-d)   equals
A.   25     8.   16     C.   20     D.   15     E.   None   of  these

Let  even  numbers  be  the  I`eplacelnent  set.    'What  is  the  truth

a:tf8?2:i?:,8?
8.  t2,3,L ,... i

C.  £0,1j           E.   None  of  these
D.  21j
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10.    I-et  positive  int,egers
the  solution  set,.
A.  tl,?,3,L ,... i
a.  i2,3,4 ,... j

be the  replacement  set  of  2y+1=3.     Find

E.   None  of  these

11.    The  co.'unutative  property  of  multiplication  is  illustrated  by
A.   a=b                                                 C.   a+b=b+a
a.   ac=bc                                          D.   ay=by   .

co,rmutative  property  of  addition  is  illustrated  by
(bic)=(a+b)+c                    D.   a(bto)=(b+c)a
b+c)=ab+ac                          E.   None  of  these

=(ab)c

13.    Which  of  the  following  is  closed  under  the  operation?
A.
a.
C.
D.

C,1,23   iddition
1,2,3,4j  division

;:3:;i`.TFt:::i::::On
14.     Simplify:     a+3-4(a+2)-(5i6)a+10

A.   3a+5            C.    (-10a)/11        E.   None  of  these
B.   -2a+13        D.   5-14a

15.     Simplify:     5(x+3y)+4(2x+5y)
A.   15x+20y       C.   llx+25y       E.   None  of  these
a.   13x+35y       D.   12x+15y

16.     Solve:     a+5=7+5
A.   5       8.12       C.  7       D.   2       E.   None  of  these

rr|.    ScfjfJIV:rve..    x/5--+I !ro/5
A.loo       a.   20       C.10       D.   25       E.   None   of  these

18.     Solve:     3(x-6)-x=14
A.10       a.16       C.4.      D.-2       E.   Noneofthese

19.     Solve:     5(x+2)-4(x+1)-3sO
A.   -11        a.   3        C.   -3       D.11        ri.   None   of   these

20.     Chris  spent  a  total  of  jl5.CC  on  a  shirt  Cnd  a  pair  of  socks.
If  the  total  price  of  the  shirt  cost 4  tirfies  as  much  as  the

i:cS;:ogow  3?c$4:5g  th8. S3i;:o8°St3.   .$9.oo
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ALGEBRA   I   SECOND   6-WEEKS  TEST

1.     Solve  the  following:
A.    16x=13x+45
8.   9-2x=5x-12
a.   2(2-3w)=3(3tw)+4

E:  }!=2ngJ:/j=;i;2=3/i 1(t8L4y)

2.    Let  a  and  b  be  real  nunbel`s  such  that  a<b.
A.   a-1   is               b-l

< ,=, >

a.   (-1)a  is
< ,=, )

Solve  and  graph.

3.     3x+2S5

(- 1 ) b

4.     x-2<-3  or  x-3>0

5.     -3<x-1<3

6.     x-6±4

7.     x>2  and  x<5

8.     I.et  S={1,2,3,43   and  T=£4,5,6J
A.   SuT  =
a.   SnT  =

9.     Solve:     4x+3S2x-5

10.    A freight  train  takes  16 hours  to  travel  the  same  distance
that  an  express  train  travels  in  12  hours.    The  average  rat,e
of  the  express  train  is  15  ;niles  per  hour  !.lore  than  that  of
the  freight  train.    Find  the  rate  at which  each  travels.
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THIRD  6-WEEKS  TEST

1.     Find  j   and  k  such  that   (3j,7)=(6,k+2).

2.    Find  the  solution  sets  for  the  replace'nent  sets  given  in  the
et-iuation  x-y=4;  x€ £1,3,5j   and  y€ £positive  integersj.

3.    If  (a.,b)  represents  an  ordered  pair,  the  ebscissa  is
and  the  ordinate  is

4.    What  is  the  ol`dinate  of  every  point  of  the  x-axis?

5..    What  is  the  abscissa oof  every  point  of  the  y-axis?

6.     Show  if  the  point  (6,4)  satisfies  the  e:iuation  x-y=lo.

7.    Find  the  slope  and y-intercept  of  the  line  y-2x=1.

8.    F;i:d(¥:):lope  of  the  line  passing  through  the  points   (2,-3)

9.    Write  the  e`iLuation  of  the  line  with  the  slope  of  4  and  y-intercept
of  -1.

10.    Write  the  edLuation. of  the  line  passing  through  the  point  (-1,2)
with  slope  of  3.

11.    Write  the  equat,ion  of  the  line  passing  through  the  point  (2,-1)
with  the  slope  of  -2/3.

12.    Write  the  equation  of  the  line  passing  through  the  points   (3,4)
and   (-2,9).

13.    What  is  the  y-intercept  of  the  line  2y-4x=6?

14.     On  the  graph  paper  pl`ovided,  graph  over  the  real  numbers:
a.   2xiy=8
b.   y=2x+1
c'   'x+y  2
d.   2x+3y  6  and  x-y  1
e.  x:dy  L or  x=L;y  9
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ALGEBRA  I   POSTTEST

I.     The  value  of   ((3.4)+2)+((16-11)+2)   is
A.  7     8.  -7     C.   9/7     D.   2     E.   None  of  these

2.    The  value  of  6+3-2.4+1/2i5  is
A.11/2     8.   -7     C.   -9     D.   3     E.   }Jone  of  these

Evaluate   (4x+7)-(2x-5)   when  x=9
A.   30     8.   20    C.   -30    D.   -20     E.  None  of  these

if  the  replacement  set  is  il,2,3j  ,

A.   |2-,4,63     a.   i2,3,4}    C.   il,3,5j    D.     all  real  nunbel.s

Solve  for  x:    4x-1=15
A. *P/2   8. xF-L   C.  x=L  D.  x=:5

If /5  = 4,  then x=?
A.   20    8.   45    C.   4/5    D.   2    E.   None  of  these

4.     In  the  equation y=x+1,
what is  the  truth  set?

6.

7.    If y=5,  then  the  value  of  the  expression  2y2-y  is
A.   95     a.   45     C.   5     D.   40     E.   None  of  these

8.    Thich  of  the  following  illust,rates  the  counutative  property
of  addition?
A.   5.2=2.5     a.   2(5+2)=io+4     c.   5+2=2ng     D.   2(5+2)=(5+2)2

9.    Which  of  the  following  illustrates  the  associative  property
of multiplication?
A +D.   2(4i5)=2.4+2.5

E.  None  of  these

10.    Sixplify:    -7-(-3)
A.   -4    8.   4    C.   10     D.   -1C     E.   None  of  these

11.     Simplify:      (12xy)+(-3)
A.  -4    a.  4Jqr    C.   -try    D.  None  of .these

12.    If 4-8r=20,  then  r=?
A.   2     8.   -2     C.   3     D.   -3     E.   None  of  these

13.     If  a)b  and  ac{bc,   then  c20.
A.   <  8.   >   C.  €   D.  i   E.   None  of  the  above
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repl`esents14.     Th.e  graph
be+twe6n  --2  and  4A.   all  I`eal  numbers

a.  all  real  numbers  between  -2  and  4,  inclusive
C.  all  integers  between  -2  and  4
D.   None  of  the  above

15.     The  solution  set  of  27-1±11  is
A.   {y:y±5J     B.fy:y26`j     C.|y:ys5j     D.iy:ys6j     A.   None  of  these

16.     If   (6,4x)=(6,12),   then  2r.  is
A.   4    8.   6    C.   -6    D.   3     E.   None  of  these

17.    The  slope  of  the  lip.e  passing  through  the  points   (1,4)   and•        (3'-2)is

A.   -3     a.   3     C.   1     D.   1/3     E.   None  of  these

18.    The  sloiie  of  the  line  repl`esented  by  the  equation y=4x-6  is
A.   6     a.   4    C.   1     D.   0     E.   No  slope

19.    The y-intercept  of  the  line  I`epresented  ty  the  equation
2y=4JC-6  is
A.   4    8.   -6    C.   6    D.   2    E.  None  of  these

(
20.    The  solution  to  the  system yes+4   is

y=-x+2
A.    (-1,3)     8.    (1,-3)     C.   No-solution    D.   I+,any  solutions

21.    E?e2=2alngue  :f  £25=3) (€:4L2¥?8=+€muL#P±¥i:8xLis

22.    The  solution  set  to  the  equation  4x2-16=O  is
A.  x€£2,-2j     8.   £3,-2j     C.   £4,-4}     D.   None  of  these

23.    £:xp£3_fy±2+£%2-3=+£3(=t3±2.8x+3    c.  _4x3_iox2+8x+3    D.  4x3-3

24.   Etegg=z~: o3.y.,, 5:4Tec:q+#5j3n 3*;:, ±s

1±5¥

§:?¥i!;3
6x
6x
8x
None  of  the  above


